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Planning for Muscular and Peripersonal-Space Comfort

during Human-Robot Forceful Collaboration

Lipeng Chen∗, Luis F C Figueredo∗, Mehmet R. Dogar

Abstract— This paper presents a planning algorithm designed
to improve cooperative robot behaviour concerning human
comfort during forceful human-robot physical interaction. Par-
ticularly, we are interested in planning for object grasping
and positioning ensuring not only stability against the exerted
human force but also empowering the robot with capabilities to
address and improve human experience and comfort. Herein,
comfort is addressed as both the muscular activation level
required to exert the cooperative task, and the human spatial
perception during the interaction, namely, the peripersonal
space. By maximizing both comfort criteria, the robotic system
can plan for the task (ensuring grasp stability) and for the
human (improving human comfort). We believe this to be a key
element to achieve intuitive and fluid human-robot interaction
in real applications. Real HRI drilling and cutting experiments
illustrated the efficiency of the proposed planner in improving
overall comfort and HRI experience without compromising
grasp stability.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we are interested in the problem of a hu-

manoid robot manipulating an object in the close proximity

of a human operator, who applies a forceful operation such

as drilling and cutting on the object. An instance is shown

in Fig. 1 where a human is drilling on a wooden board

firmly held by a humanoid robot at different configurations.

Theoretically, there may be infinite ways for the robot to

grasp and position the board and accordingly for the human

to apply the desired force on it, among which a large

proportion of configurations are obviously uncomfortable for

the human as shown in Fig. 1(b) and even unsafe as shown

in Fig. 1(a). Human comfort and safety during a forceful op-

eration highly depends on how the human body is positioned

and configured, and therefore, where and how the robot

positions its manipulators and the object for the operation.

Under this circumstance, given a forceful operation to be

applied by a human operator, it is critical to empower the

robot with the capability to plan and position itself and the

object at configurations which are not only stable, but also

comfortable for the human to perform the operation.

In this context, we propose a planner that enables a robot

to grasp and position an object for a forceful operation

applied by a human that explicitly concerns human comfort

and force stability. The final goal is to have an enhanced

human-robot interaction (HRI) experience with improved

performance from both sides.
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(a) Too close to the robot (b) High muscular effort

(c) Unstable grasp (d) Comfortable and stable

Fig. 1. Human-robot collaborative drilling on a board.

To quantify the human comfort during forceful interaction,

we formulate a cost based on human muscular features, kine-

matics and the involved forces. First, our planner produces

solutions by minimizing a human muscular comfort cost,

which quantifies the muscular effort required for the human

to perform a specific forceful operation on the object. This

metric, for example, predicts higher muscular comfort for the

human in Fig. 1(d) and Fig. 1(a), and lower muscular comfort

for the human in Fig. 1(b), for the same task of drilling. The

muscular comfort metric predicts and proactively instructs

human to configurations which require less physical joint-

torque efforts to perform a forceful operation.

Nonetheless, through our initial experiments, we dis-

covered that optimizing only the muscular comfort is not

sufficient. For example, while the human in Fig. 1(a) may

have better muscular comfort compared to Fig. 1(b), he is

dangerously close to the robot and is obstructed by the robot

links. Human behavior vary according to their assessment of

the robot counterpart, and human performance also depends

on their level of trust and safety perception regarding the

robot coworker [1], [2]. Furthermore, the human and robot

may need to move before, during and after the forceful

operation. Therefore, having enough space between them is

important. In this paper, to improve human awareness and

safety perception, we exploit the concept of peripersonal

space comfort. The idea is to allow humans to move and



act within their peripersonal space1 minimizing the per-

ceived risk of robot intervention. Therefore, we propose a

peripersonal-space cost that is based on the distance between

parts of the human and robot bodies. The configurations

in Fig. 1(d) shows a configuration optimizing for both the

muscular and the peripersonal-space comfort: the human is

drilling at a relatively comfortable pose, with the distance to

the robot being large enough to reduce spatial discomfort.

Finally, ensuring robot capabilities to cope with the force-

ful task is also crucial, and cannot be decoupled from

system analysis since different object/human poses results

in different forces to cope. Force stability checking involves

choosing appropriate robot grasps on an object and joint

configurations to hold the object stable against the force

applied by the human. A bad grasp of the object (as in

Fig. 1(c)) may result in failed operations which would not

only disturb the fluency of HRI, but also pose serious

danger to human safety. For example, the object may slip

through the fingers during a cutting operation, or it may bend

away from the desired pose due to large torques around the

gripper during a drilling action as shown in Fig. 1(c). This

places an additional constraint: tightly coupled human-robot

kinematics and force stability must be guaranteed, while the

human comfort is optimized in the resulting space.

In our previous work [5], we have presented a manip-

ulation planner for a robot to keep an object stable under

changing external forces by automatically deciding when and

how to regrasp in a multi-step task scenario. Although im-

proved robot performance has been achieved, human comfort

during the interaction was ignored. To be more specific, the

object pose was fixed in that work, which posed difficulties

and discomfort for the human to perform the task. In real

world applications, the resulting grasp/object pose may be

crucial for the human experience, performance and safety.

Different from our previous work, the work in this paper

focuses on planning robot and object configurations that

are not only stable but also comfortable for the human to

perform the forceful operation. It can be regarded as the first

step of planning fluid, comfortable and efficient human-robot

collaborative forceful manipulation.

II. RELATED WORK

Human-robot collaboration (HRC) has been interpreted

from various aspects and tackled at different levels. Existing

work in forceful HRC mostly addresses the control problem

[6], [7], solving for the necessary stiffness of manipulator

joints as an external force is applied [8], and assumes the

object to be already grasped at pre-specified positions by the

robot. Similar planning work mostly focuses on handover

[9], [10], transportation [7], [11], or scenarios where the

robot avoids colliding a human in the same workspace [12],

[13]. Handover resembles our task in requiring the robot

to position an object for a human. However, the physical

interactions for handovers are usually not as intensive or

physical demanding for both parts thus planning has other

1Peripersonal space is the space immediately surrounding our body, or
the sector of space that closely surrounds a certain body part, in which
multisensory and sensorimotor integration is enhanced [3], [4].

Fig. 2. human-tool-object-robot configuration.

priorities [9], [14]. Our task scenario differs in the existence

of strong forceful interactions. Similar to handover, human-

robot collaborative transportation connects a human and a

robot together through a shared object but for a longer time.

It requires the human and the robot to share load by holding

an object at a desired orientation [15], which is similar to

finding appropriate grasps and robot configurations to keep

an object stable in our work. Human comfort and safety have

been explicitly considered in human-aware motion planning

for for object handover and transportation [9], [14], [11].

With regard to forceful applications, Mansfeld et al. [16]

extend the safety analysis to general HRI and propose a

new concept global safety assessment framework in practical

HRC applications, namely the safety map. The excel works

of Peternel et al. [17], [18] should also be mentioned for

addressing important topics in forceful HRC related to this

work such as human ergonomics during forceful control co-

operations and hand-over, where joint torques are taken into

account through an offline identification technique but, still

without proper knowledge on muscular activity—as well as

safety perception and grasp stability. Similar problem has

also been addressed in [19] but considering an industrial

ergonomic assessment based on payload mass and kinematics

alone. Indeed, despite the advances and contributions afore-

mentioned, HRC still lacks efficient metrics for planning

comfortable human-robot forceful collaborations explicitly

considering muscular activation levels and human comfort

perception, and planning object grasps and positioning.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

We are interested in the problem of finding optimal robot

and object configurations for forceful human-robot collabo-

rative manipulation, in which a human performs a specific

forceful operation such as drilling and cutting, on an object

stably held by a robot in the shared environment.

As shown in Fig. 2, when the human applies the force,

the human and robot geometry and kinematics are tightly

coupled by means of the tool-object system. We assume a



fixed grasp for the human to grasp a specific tool, and there-

fore a fixed kinematic transformation between the human

hand and the tool. We assume a tool frame
∑

t attached at

the tooltip and a human frame attached at the shoulder
∑

h.

Since the operational force is applied exactly at the contact

points between the object and the tooltip, the force position

(e.g., the point to drill on the object) can be specified by the

pose of the tooltip o
t T in the object2 frame

∑

o.

In this context, a forceful operation can be specified by a

tuple:

(of , o
t T) (1)

where of is the 6D generalized force vector. We assume that

such an operation is provided to our system; i.e. the pose of

the force application (e.g. the drill point on the board) and

the expected force (e.g. the expected drilling force).

Besides, we use a humanoid robot in our experiments, thus

assuming the robot has two dexterous manipulators and each

manipulator is equipped with a parallel gripper. However, our

formulation can be easily extended to systems with more ma-

nipulators. Given a forceful operation (of , o
t T), the composite

configuration for the human robot collaboration can be fully

specified by five variables3 q = (qh, qr, hT, oT, g), where:

• qh refers to human body configuration4;

• qr = {qrl, qrr} refers to the robot configuration, where

qrl and qrr denote the left and right arm configuration

respectively;

• hT describes the 6D pose of the human body in the

robot frame;

• oT refers to the 6D object pose in the robot frame;

• g denotes a grasp using the pose of gripper(s) with

respect to the object. To be more specific, in this paper,

g refers to a bimanual grasp specifying the pose of both

left and right grippers on the object.

Note that there is redundancy in this definition. Specifically,

given a robot configuration qr and object pose oT, the

corresponding grasp comfiguration g can be computed via

robot forward kinematics.

A. Optimization

For a given force operation (of , o
t T), our planner aims at

finding the robot configuration qr and object pose oT, such

that the object is stably grasped against the applied force and

the human comfort is maximized:

q∗
r , oT∗ = argmax

qr, oT

Comfort (qr, oT, of , o
t T)

s.t. Is stable (qr, g, of , o
t T)

(2)

Function Is stable checks whether the robot at the config-

uration qr is able to resist the operation force of with the

2We use superscripts at the top-left of the variables to distinguish the
coordinate frames with respect to which the variables are expressed.

3Without loss of generality, we assume the robot frame
∑

r coincides
with the world frame, thus ommitting superscripts for variables if they are
defined in the world/robot frame.

4In this work, the muscular comfort metric (see Sec. IV) only takes human
arm configuration into account, and therefore within this paper we use qh to
refer to human arm configuration. However, the optimization problem we
define in this section is general to whole body configurations.

grasp g on the object via static equilibrium, which will be

discussed with more detail in Sec. VI.

The optimization problem requires us to compute the value

of Comfort, which we use to represent the total human com-

fort. We propose to model this value using two components:

human’s muscular comfort and human’s peripersonal-space

comfort. Here we assume the existence of functions which

quantify these comfort metrics:

• Muscular (qh, hT, of , o
t T, oT): This function returns a

scalar value quantifying the muscular comfort of the

human given the human configuration, pose, and the

forceful operation to be applied. We present how we

model this function in Sec. IV.

• Peripersonal (qh, hT, qr): This function returns a scalar

value quantifying the peripersonal-space comfort of the

human given the human configuration, pose, and the

robot configuration. We present how we model this

function in Sec. V.

For a given forceful operation, our goal is to determine

a robot configuration qr and object pose oT that maximizes

these two costs. However, computing these comfort metrics

requires us to know the human configuration qh. But, for a

given robot configuration qr and object pose oT, the human

can choose many different body configurations and poses

to perform an operation. This raises the question of how

the human will choose her configuation and pose, based on

which we can compute the Comfort value in Eq. 2.

Given the robot configuration qr, object pose oT and the

operation (of , o
t T), we define the set of all feasible human

pose and configuration combinations as Qh (qr, oT, of , o
t T).

By feasible, here we mean human poses and configurations

that satisfy the stability constraints and the kinematic con-

straints (i.e., that puts the tool frame
∑

t at the forceful

operation point on the object as shown in Fig. 2). In other

words, Qh includes the human poses and configurations the

human can choose from to successfully perform the task.

Then, one can model the Comfort using different schemes:

• One option is to take the average comfort value of all

feasible human configurations and poses. Assuming Qh

is a discretised set:

Comfort (qr, oT, of , o
t T) =

∑

{wM

qh, hT∈Qh

Muscular (qh,h T, of , o
t T)

+wPPeripersonal (qh, qr, hT)}/|Qh|

(3)

Where wM and wP are weights. |Qh| indicates the size

of Qh. Note that the arguments to Qh is dropped above

for clarity, but it is important to note that the set Qh is

determined by the same arguments to Comfort function.

• Another option is to assume the human will choose the

most comfortable body configuration from among the

feasible set:

Comfort (qr, oT, of , o
t T) =

max{wM
qh, hT∈Qh

Muscular (qh,h T, of , o
t T)

+wPPeripersonal (qh, qr, hT)}

(4)



In the rest of this work we assume the human is optimal

and therefore adopts the latter option, and we solve the

optimization problem defined by Eq. 2 and 4. The problem

can alternatively also be solved for Eq. 2 and 3.

IV. MUSCULAR COMFORT

This section introduces the metric used to quantify hu-

man muscular comfort, given a candidate configuration

of the human-robot system and the forceful operation

(qh, hT, of , o
t T, oT). This is a crucial element of the pro-

posed system since the planner needs a consistent quantita-

tive assessment of human comfort to be optimized.

To do this we model the human arm as a serial-link

kinematic chain with seven degrees of freedom (DOFs)

—two spherical and one revolute joint respectively at the

shoulder, wrist and elbow 5. The configuration of this seven-

DOF human arm is represented with the vector qh. We use

Jh(qh) to represent the geometric Jacobian of the human

configuration (which we simplify to Jh dropping the argu-

ment in this section). Furthermore, in this section, we use

f to refer to the force the human is applying in the world

frame. Given the object pose oT , the tool pose o
t T, and the

force in the object frame of , f can be found by a norm-

preserving transformation.

Assuming quasi-static movements, the effects of higher

order dynamics can be neglected and the human joint torques

depend solely on the exerted force f and the gravity effects.

We assume the gravitational forces results from the contri-

bution of the upper arm and forearm weights and centre of

mass, and the tool mass and pose. Naturally, the gravitational

forces are well-defined in the inertial/world frame and do not

depend on the arm configuration. However their gravitational

torque—respectively, over the shoulder, shoulder and elbow

system and for the full arm—depends on the joint configura-

tion. We use ρh(qh) to refer to these generalized gravitational

forces for a given human arm configuration, and again we

drop the argument qh in the rest of the section for clarity.

Then, for a given forceful operation and human config-

uration, the required torques at the human joints can be

computed using:

τ h = JT
h (f + ρh) (5)

where τ h is the vector of torques at the human joints.

If a human arm worked exactly like a robotic manipulator,

we could compare the torque values in τ h with the torque

limits of the human joints and we could devise a comfort

metric based on how close the torque values are to the limits;

i.e. the further from the limits, the more comfortable it would

be.

However, a better modeling of how the human muscles

work is presented in Tanaka et al. [20], which we use to

build our comfort metric. There are two key differences in

this model, compared to a robotic manipulator model. When

5An important limitation of this current formulation is that it only
considers the human arm in the comfort metric, and ignores the rest of
the body. It is our intention to extend the formulation and our planner to
the whole body in the future.

approximating human’s muscular structure with a kinematic

structure like ours:

• The torque limits must depend on the configuration,

i.e. the torque limits do not stay constant at different

configurations as they do for a robot manipulator;

• The torque limits must depend on the direction of

motion, e.g. the limits of the elbow must be modeled

differently if it is flexing versus if it is extending.

This suggests that, for the human arm, we model the torque

limits as a function of the configuration and the differential

change in the configuration: Π(qh, q̇h), which we represent

as a diagonal matrix with human maximum torque elements,

that is, diag{τmax
1

(qh, q̇h), . . . , τ
max
7

(qh, q̇h)}. The matrix

Π represents the nonlinear relationship between human

torque limits and joints; and each maximum torque element,

τmax
i , is a nonlinear function of the joint values and their

directions. Experimental data to compute the values for

Π(qh, q̇h) for different human arm configurations can be

found in the excel work of Tanaka et al. [20] and the values

therein are used throughout this work.

This formulation requires us to know q̇h to extract the

direction each human joint will be moving during the forceful

operation. We compute q̇h by assuming that the human

follows a Jacobian-transpose controller: qh = JT
h (qh)ẋh,

where ẋh is the human hand motion during the application

of the forceful operation. In this work, we assume the hand

moves in the same direction with the operational force.

Equipped with Π(qh, q̇h), instead of Eq. 5, we can

compute the human joint torque activation levels αh =
[α1, . . . , α7]

T :

αh = Π
−1JT

h (f + ρh) (6)

where αi ∈ [0, 1] represents the activation ratio of the i-th
joint’s torque τi to its maximum torque τmax

i —under maxi-

mum voluntary contraction and taking the muscle tension is

nearly proportional to the muscle activation level.

In this work, we use the norm of the activation level vector

to compute the muscular human comfort. Specifically, we use

Muscular(qh, oT , of , o
t T , oT ) = 1/||αh||

2 (7)

V. PERIPERSONAL-SPACE COMFORT

In this section, we define our metric quantifying the

human’s peripersonal-space comfort for human-robot co-

operative forceful manipulation. We define this metric so

that the optimization problem, presented in Sec. III, can

find solutions for which the human and robot body are

positioned at a comfortable distance from each other during

collaboration.

In particular, for peripersonal comfort and safety, one

would not want the human and robot body to get too close

to each other during cooperation. Therefore, we define the

peripersonal space comfort in terms of the distance between

the human and robot bodies. Given a human configuration,

qh, and pose, hT, we represent the set of points on the

human body as Ph(qh,h T) =
{

p1h , p
2

h , ..., p
n
h

}

where pih ∈ R
3.

Similarly, given a robot configuration qr, we represent the

set of points on the robot body as Pr(qr) =
{

p1r , p
2

r , ..., p
m
r

}



where pir ∈ R
3. (For clarity, in the rest of this work, we will

simply use Ph and Pr, dropping the arguments specifying the

human/robot configurations and poses.) Then, one can define

the peripersonal comfort in terms of the distances between

these two set of points.

One option is to consider the minimum distance between

the human and the robot, and hypothesize the cooperation

would be as comfortable as the minimum distance allows:

Peripersonal (qh, qr, hT) = min
∀ph∈Ph,∀pr∈Pr

||ph − pr|| (8)

Then, the optimization process in Sec. III would be maxi-

mizing this minimum distance between the human and the

robot.

While this metric may work well for different types of

HRI, it does not work well in the scenarios discussed in this

work, since the minimum distance between the human and

the robot have a tight upper bound for our tasks. As shown

in Fig. 2 the grippers of the robot and the human hand on the

tool are naturally the closest points. Thus, maximizing the

minimum distance will mostly only maximize the distance

between human hand and robot grippers, completely ignoring

any other part of the body.

To address this issue and to take all points into account,

one can instead consider the average distance over all points

in the human body:

Peripersonal (qh, qr, hT) =
1

|Ph|

∑

ph∈Ph

min
∀pr∈Pr

||ph − pr|| (9)

While this metric takes all human body points into account, it

also has a problem: the large distances dominate this metric.

If a human configuration has one point that is very far away

from the robot but many other points that are very close to

the robot, then, this metric may provide misleading results.

This suggests we need a metric that takes all human body

points into account, but that also gives more weight to points

with small distances to the robot and less weight to points

with large distances to the robot. Therefore, we propose the

peripersonal space metric:

Peripersonal (qh, qr, hT) =
1

|Ph|

∑

ph∈Ph

w(ph) min
∀pr∈Pr

||ph − pr||

(10)

where w(ph) is the weight of the point ph defined as

w(ph) = 1−
min∀pr∈Pr

||ph − pr||
∑

ph∈Ph
min∀pr∈Pr

||ph − pr||
(11)

It associates a small distance with a large weight, thus

controlling all distances efficiently. Eq. 10 and 11 together

define the peripersonal comfort metric used in this work.

VI. STABILITY CHECKING

In addition to optimizing the muscular and peripersonal

space comfort, the optimization problem presented in Eq. 2

also makes sure that the robot configuration, qr, the object

pose, oT, and the grasp, g, are chosen such that the object

and the robot are stable during the application of the force

on the object by the human. This constraint is represented by

the Is stable function in Eq. 2. This function validates that:

• The torque distribution on the robot arms’ joints will

not exceed the torque limits;

• The grip forces, e.g. the frictional forces between robot

fingers, will be able to resist the external force applied

on the object.

Due to space limitation we skip the mathematical formu-

lation here, which can be found in our previous work [5], in

Section III-A-1, titled Stability Check.

VII. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

We implemented the comfort metrics, the stability check,

and the optimization process in Python. We used the Baxter

robot from Rethink Robotics and OpenRAVE (openrave.org)

for forward/inverse-kinematic calculations for the human and

robot model. We used the SciPy library for optimization,

particularly the SLSQP implementation6. We used 64 points

distributed around the whole body model of the human and

56 points for the whole body of the robot to compute the

peripersonal-space metric. We weighted the muscular and

peripersonal space comfort equally during the optimization,

yet it is worth noting that different weighting schemes

may be chosen accordinglying to a given task and human

preferences, e.g., their priors on HRI.

We consider two tasks. First, the task of cutting a circle

out of a foam board. We divided the circle into 16 discrete

points (Fig. 3). We call the application of the cutting force

on one of these 16 points a cutting operation; i.e. the discrete

points along the circle give us 16 different cutting operations.

The force direction was aligned with the cutting direction.

Using a force-torque sensor we estimated the force required

for cutting into foam as 30N. The second task is the drilling

task. We identified 9 points uniformly distributed on a foam

board in a 3-by-3 grid. We call the application of the drilling

force on one of these 9 points a drilling operation. The force

direction was taken normal and into the board. Using a force-

torque sensor we estimated the force for drilling into the

foam as 15N.

A. Analysis of the Muscular Comfort Metric

First, to better understand and validate the proposed mus-

cular comfort metric we compared its predictions with known

comfortable and uncomfortable configurations.

Take for example, the task of cutting off a circular piece

of a board, as shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). From the task

definition, we expect fluctuations of muscular comfort at

different configurations—from comfortable to very uncom-

fortable ones. Particularly, configurations at the proximity of

joint limits, specially at the wrist spherical joint, are known

to be very uncomfortable and have less force generation

capabilities.

For each of the 16 discretized points along the circle, we

computed a set of feasible inverse-kinematics (IK) solutions

for the human to perform the forceful operation at that point.

Then we computed the corresponding muscular comfort

6https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference/optimize.minimize-slsqp.html



Fig. 3. Muscular comfort values for different cutting points along a circle.
The circled letters on the graph correspond to the configurations in Fig. 4.

(a) config. a© (b) config. b©

Fig. 4. Two different arm postures while cutting the top of the board with
different muscle comfort performance (see force position f5 in Fig. 3 with
muscular comfort values a© and b©).

values for all the IK solutions. We present the computed

muscular comfort values in Fig. 3. The dark orange curve

depicts the change of muscular comfort when human is at

the most comfortable configuration for a cutting operation,

whilst the light orange depicts the worst (most uncom-

fortable) configuration for that cutting point. The range

of possible human choices, illustrated in Fig. 4, coincides

with the human arm redundancy stressed in Sec. III. For

the two possible configurations in Fig. 4, our experience

is that configuration a© is much more comfortable than

configuration b©, which coincides with the results based on

the muscular comfort metric.

At the proximity of joint limits shown in force position f10
(positions f11 and f12 are not feasible due to joint limits), we

can see a degradation in muscular comfort and that the range

of possible comfort values is narrower (due to the possible

loss of a DoF). Finally, we can also see consistency in result

at the point of circular closing (force positions 16 to 1)

Fig. 3 also shows us that it is critical to plan optimal robot

and object configurations to perform comfortable human-

robot collaboration. For example, for the circular-cutting

task, if a robot keeps rotating the object to enable the human

configuration in Fig. 4(a), the required muscular effort for the

human can stay low during the cutting of the whole circle.

B. Optimization performance: Simulation

We evaluated the performance of the combined optimiza-

tion of our comfort metrics by comparing it to other planners.

We implemented four planners:

• Comfort planner: Our planner optimizing both metrics.

• Random planner: Given a forceful operation, the ran-

dom planner randomly picks an object pose within

the reachable space of the robot. Then it searches one

feasible robot configuration in terms of static stability,

and then chooses the optimized human configuration in

terms of both muscular and peripersonal comfort under

the constraint of human reachability to perform the task.

The planner acts as baseline.

• Muscular planner: The muscular planner only takes the

muscular comfort as cost (i.e., wP = 0 in Eq. 4).

• Peripersonal planner: Similarly, the planner just maxi-

mizes the human’s peripersonal comfort (i.e., wM = 0).

We ran all our planners on the 25 operations (16 cutting

and 9 drilling). Table I shows the average results of the

four planners for both cutting and drilling operations. To

improve readability, results from the random planner were

used as baseline to normalize the results of other planners:

For each task (drilling and cutting), muscular comfort values

are normalized using the muscular comfort value of Random

Planner. Similarly for the peripersonal-space comfort values.

As expected, the Peripersonal Planner outperforms others

for peripersonal comfort (improvement of 2.09 times over the

random planner), yet it performs poorly (0.34 of the random

planner) when it comes to muscular comfort. The muscular

planner has similar performance: it outperforms for muscular

comfort but performs poorly when considering peripersonal

comfort. In constrast to other planners, the proposed Comfort

Planner is able to optimize both metrics close to the values

achieved by the planners optimizing individual metrics. This

highlights that it is possible to cope with both muscular and

peripersonal comfort without much compromise.

We present configurations found by the planners for one

cutting operation in Fig. 5 and for one drilling operation in

Fig. 6. Again, we see that the Comfort Planner can generate

solutions that are comfortable according to both metrics.

We realized that a limitation of the proposed implemen-

tation is the time it takes to generate results. To compute

one configuration, the Comfort Planner took 9.4 seconds on

average over the 25 operations, with a standard deviation

of 1.8. Most of this time was spent on generating IK

solutions. These time results indicate that faster schemes

must be developed if the robot is to perform fluent interaction

with a human during a continuous task. We are currently

investigating methods based on precomputing IK solutions.

C. Human experiments

Finally, we conducted a series of human-robot experiments

to evaluate human experience and comfort perception during

a forceful operation with real cooperative robot.

The Baxter robot gravity compensation mode is activated

by a sensor at the arms cuff on which participants could

easily hold. Using this feature, 5 participants were asked to

engage in motion activities with the Baxter robot in order to

familiarize themselves with the robot and to improve their

psychological comfort. The participants were also briefed

about the goal of the study and the tasks they were expected

to perform.



TABLE I

AVERAGE COMFORT RESULTS OF FOUR PLANNERS ON 16 CUTTING AND 9 DRILLING OPERATIONS. NORMALIZED WITH RANDOM PLANNER RESULTS.

LARGER VALUE IS MORE COMFORT.

Random Planner Comfort Planner Peripersonal Planner Muscular Planner

Musc. Comf. Perip. Comf. Musc. Comf. Perip. Comf. Musc. Comf. Perip. Comf. Musc. Comf. Perip. Comf.

Cutting 1 1 11.19 2.08 0.34 2.09 15.66 1.02
Drilling 1 1 19.24 2.55 5.78 2.51 22.45 0.94

(a) Random Planner (b) Comfort planner (c) Muscular planner (d) Peripersonal planner

Fig. 5. Optimization results for a cutting operation. The comfort values are: (a) Musc. comfort: 8.34; Perip. comfort: 20.43. (b) Musc. comfort: 47.10;
Perip. comfort: 43.30. (c) Musc. comfort: 48.53; Perip. comfort: 23.38. (d) Musc. comfort: 3.98; Perip. comfort: 44.23.

(a) Random planner (b) Comfort planner (c) Muscular planner (d) Peripersonal planner

Fig. 6. Optimization results for a drilling operation. The comfort values are: (a) Musc. comfort: 3.70; Perip. comfort: 20.21. (b) Musc. comfort: 59.19;
Perip. comfort: 44.75. (c) Musc. comfort: 42.33; Perip. comfort: 21.88. (d) Musc. comfort: 4.72; Perip. comfort: 44.40.

The tasks required were three pairs of drilling and cutting

on a foam board tightly held by the Baxter robot. First,

(i) the participants were asked to move the robot arms

using the gravity compensation mode to a position they felt

comfortable and safe to interact, and drill through the center

of a foam board; then (ii) they were asked to do the same but

for a cutting operation. We then moved the Baxter arms to

previously set configurations which were randomly obtained

(one for drilling and another one for cutting operations).

Participants were then asked to (iii) drill and then (iv) cut the

board at random robot configurations. Finally, we moved the

Baxter arms to previously decided configurations based on

our Comfort Planner (one optimized robot configuration for

drilling and another one for cutting). Participants were then

asked to (v) drill and (vi) cut at the optimized configurations.

Some of these operations are shown in Fig. 7.

After the experiments, for each scenario, participants were

asked to grade from 1 to 10 (higher better), their perception

on the human-robot safety and peripersonal comfort, and

their perception over the muscular forces demanded during

the task execution. The scores are summarized in Fig. 8 for

peripersonal comfort and in Fig. 9 for muscular comfort.

From both figures, it is easy to see participants perception

regarding the peripersonal and muscular comfort agrees with

our expectations, particularly for the drilling operation. Cut-

ting operation was clearly not as comfortable as drilling—

even for participants’ own choice of object positioning.

Significant difference between the Random Planner and the

Comfort Planner is seen for the muscular comfort perception

for the drilling operation. With respect to the peripersonal

space comfort, while the participants showed a preference for

the Comfort Planner configurations compared to the Random

configurations, the difference was not as significant. During

the experiments some participants expressed that they did not

prefer to be very far away from the robot, possible suggesting

that, while the peripersonal distance must be maximized up

to a certain degree, there may be a distance after which it

starts to negatively affect the collaboration.



(a) Random planner - Drilling (b) Random planner - Cutting

(c) Comfort based planner - Drilling (d) Comfort based planner - Cutting

Fig. 7. Cooperative drilling and cutting experiments.

Fig. 8. Average peripersonal comfort perception from users (yellow dots)
for drilling (left) and cutting (right) within the (a) user defined object pose
(black), (b) random planner (red), and (c) optimized pose (blue).

Fig. 9. Average muscular comfort perception from users (yellow dots)
for drilling (left) and cutting (right) within the (a) user defined object pose
(black), (b) random planner (red), and (c) optimized pose (blue).

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This work proposed a new technique for grasp planning

and object positioning that explicitly concerns human con-

figuration, safety and comfort. To this aim, we developed

a new criteria to cope with both muscular comfort and

safety perception in a quantiative manner which allowed us

to analyze the desired comfort without having to rely on

experience and intuition alone. For the muscular comfort,

the proposed planner succed in minimizing the human joint-

torque muscular activation level required to execute a given

forceful task, whilst human safety perception was addressed

through the optimization of the subject peripersonal space

and distance during HRI. Both criteria were optimized taking

human-robot kinematic constraints and ensuring safe and

stable grasping from the robotic counterpart. Validity and

effectiveness of our algorithm were first analyzed through

different simulation scenarios and then validated with dif-

ferent human-robot experiments. The results highlighted the

effectiveness of the proposed planner and the necessity to

explicitly consider and plan for the human and not only

for the task. Based on the results, our future work will

focus on (i) improving the peripersonal-space metric to better

represent human perception, (ii) improving the planning time

to enable fluent human interaction on continuous forceful

tasks, and (iii) adding other metrics to our framework, e.g.

metrics that take into account the visibility of the task

execution by the human.
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